
 

 
 
Rules for the game: 
Writing the words out unless the word is guessed is prohibited 
Flexible if you guess the word/something like it (i.e plural form of the word) 
Host helping person drawing by 

-Hints that aren’t too obvious/pre written  
-Word association  

Two people per team, two teams, one host 
Points will be shown on screen on screen along with the clock 
No humming for songs/lyrics if you are drawing 

 
 
Format of the show: 
ROUND ONE INCLUDES- well known people phrasing, events, massachusetts memes, memes, 
landmarks, phrases 
ROUND TWO INCLUDES- adjectives, places, songs that are well known, brands 
ROUND THREE INCLUDES- nouns, words, verbs, sports, animals 
 
Length ~ 21 min total/~7 min team 
 
Host will open show and introduce contestants 
Flip coin off screen to see what team goes first and decide their order (it’s FaIr aNd SaVes 
TiMe) 
Team member first drawing come to easel and preview word for five seconds then the 
guessing can start 
Host starts the clock // time  
 

ROUND ONE:  Drawers given the word, guessers given a category. Guessers have 60 
seconds to guess the first round’s phrase.  After a phrase has been guessed, teams can swap 
to guess a new phrase.  If neither the hints or the phone a friend works and 60 secs expire, 
then the other team has a chance to steal and can try to guess the word based off of what has 
been drawn already. Each team will get 2 phrases for a total of 4 phrases in round 1.  
 
(PSA BREAK 1 -- 30 secs to 2-minutes) 
 
 

 
ROUND TWO: (4 Clue Words that describe a secret word) Each team has 1 min 30 to draw 
and guess the second round’s clue words and after a word has been guessed they can move 



on to the next word, no waiting to think is included after the first word. A hint can be given at 
the host’s call (should be between 15-30 sec of guess, not too often or generous). After 90 
seconds expires, teams have an opportunity to use the clue words correctly identified to 
guess the secret word. 10 points for each correctly identified clue word and 30 points for 
secret word. Swap out teams and have the guesser come up and draw with the same rules as 
the first team. team one and two step away from the easel -- when the drawing is over--  and 
host will repeat the clues they have already guessed and have them try to guess --based off of 
the clues-- what the word is. *first team up guessing based on flip of coin* Other team can 
steal if the team cannot guess.  
 
After time has been called, host comes up and explains the rules for round three (word types 
being used) Score should also be announced again.  

 
ROUND THREE: 1 min 30 seconds to guess the second round’s words and after a word has 
been guessed they can move on to the next word, no waiting to think is included after the 
first word. Once someone stumbles on a word, a hint can be given at the host’s call (should be 
between 15-30 sec of guess, but not too often or generous) Swap out teams and have the 
guesser come up and draw with the same rules as the first team.  
 

 
 
Scoring of the show: 
 

If they get a word then the team gets a 10-points per word guessed. 
If they ‘phone a friend’ (another team member) then five points will be earned for 

guessing  
2nd Round: clues that are guessed (towards the key word) are worth 10 points. If the 

key word is guessed the team gets 30 points 


